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This dataset was compiled as part of the following PhD thesis: CHRISTIE, L.A. 2016. The role of Walsh
structure and ordinal linkage in the optimisation of pseudo-Boolean functions under monotonicity
invariance. Robert Gordon University, PhD thesis. Held on OpenAIR [online]. Available from:
http://hdl.handle.net/10059/1567
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the role that problem structure plays in heuristic optimisation,
developing a classification of pseudo-Boolean functions based on rank-invariance. The thesis provides
insight into the relationship between function structure and problem difficulty for optimisation, which
may be used to direct the development of novel algorithms.
The data consists of a single ZIP file containing two scripts in Python and C, and two plain text files
containing a list of 3-bit classes and their respective Walsh families. A further text file contains instructions
in English for running the code.
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University, PhD thesis.

File list:

Filename

Brief description

classes.py

Python code, generates list of 3-bit classes.

families.c

C code, generates list of Walsh families.

classes.txt

List of 3-bit classes.

families.txt

List of Walsh families.

README.txt

Instructions for running the code.
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